



Key topics 

1) Number words 

2) The verb ‘to be’ in the present tense 

Unit 6
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Exercise 1
Match the English word up with its Latin number root word. Can you work out the 
connection between the English word and its Latin number root? The first one has 
been done to show you how. 
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Latin numbers

octo

unus

duo

novemtres

centum

quattuor

quinque

sex

septem

decem

mille

1

9

6

3

7
8

100

1000

104

2

5

unite

duel

triple

quadrilateral
quintet

sextet
septuplets

octagon

November
decade

cent

millimetre

unite - to come 
together as one 
group.



Exercise 2
Translate these sentence groups containing number words then draw a picture in the box to 
illustrate the sentence. The first one has been done to show you how. 

1. magus tres magas salutat.

2. quattuor magae laete aquam consumunt.

3. quinque stellas numero.

4. decem vaccas curamus.

5. septem porcos vides?

6. femina, “unus, duo, tres!” numerat.
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The wizard greets the three witches.



Match the English word up with its Greek number root word. Can you work out the 
connection between the English word and its root? Use a dictionary if you need to. 
The first one has been done to show you how. 
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Ancient Greek numbers

duo two treis three

tettares/tessares four pente five hex six

hepta seven okto eight deka ten

monos alone, unique 

monocle

monarchduet

triangle

tripod pentathlete

triple tesselate

heptagon

October

hexagonal

octagondecagon

decathlon

monologue

monocle – like glasses 
but only for one eye
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More practice with the verb ‘esse’ (‘to be’)

Can you complete these speech bubbles using a Latin ‘being’ 
verb? Once you’ve done this, add a translation into English. 

sum – I am sumus – we are

es – you are estis – y’all are

est – he/she/it is sunt –they are

porcus …….

translation: ………………..……

feminae …..….

translation: …………………
…………………………………

magae …….

translation: …………………
…………………………………

stella …….

translation: ……………………………………………

Extension challenge
Can you write and illustrate your own Latin sentences below using a ‘being’ verb? 
Don’t forget to translate them, too.



Hercules
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The myth of…

unus = _____________
femina = ________________
regina = _____________
irate = _____________
audire = ______________
maga = _____________

Hercules is unus of the ancient world’s greatest heroes. His father is Jupiter, king of the gods et his mother 
is the mortal femina Alcmene. Juno, the regina of the gods, reacts irate when she audit that Hercules is 
born. She sends both magas et snakes to kill the baby Hercules but does not succeed. Hercules grows up 
magnus et strong, the optimus of all mortals on earth. 

Hercules becomes famous for completing twelve 
impossible tasks (or labours). He fortiter kills the 
Hydra, a fearsome beast with novem heads (when 
unus head is cut off, duo grow back in its place).

He captures Cerberus, the ferocious Underworld 
guard-dog with tres heads. He kills the Nemean Lion 
whose claws are sharper than gladii.

Most disgusting of all his tasks, Hercules curat the foul 
stables of Augeas, whose equi had not been cleaned 
out in thirty years. He does this by making a river flow 
through the stables to facile wash all the dung away.

magnus = _____________
et = _______________
optimus = ______________
novem = _______________
duo =___________
tres = _______________

gladius = _____________
curare = ______________
equus = _____________
facile = _______________
habitare = ____________
stella = _____________

When he dies, Jupiter honours his mortal 
son by taking Hercules up to heaven 
where habitat forever among the stellae.


